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EO 11652: NA
TAGS: IAEA, TECH
SUBJECT: INSTRUMENTATION FOR MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS AND RESEARCH WITH RADIONUCLIDES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

REF: IAEA VIENNA 5424

1. ERDA/IAEA CONTRACT MENTIONED REFTEL SIGNED ON JUNE 25, 1975 BY JOHN A. HALL, DEPUTY DIRECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, IAEA.

2. TWO COPIES FULLY EXECUTED CONTRACT POCHED AMMONS/ERDA, REGISTRY NUMBER 2047040 DATED JUNE 26, 1975.

3. AGENCY WILL FORWARD SHORTLY A TWO-HUNDRED WORD SUMMARY OF PROJECT, AS OUTLINED IN APPENDIX A OF CONTRACT. AGENCY ASSUMES FIRST CASH PAYMENT, AS PROVIDED IN ARTICLE III 2 (A) OF CONTRACT, WILL BE PROVIDED IN NEAR FUTURE.

4. PLEASE INFORM ERDA CHICAGO OFFICE OF FOREGOING. LEAHY
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